“RIVETING AND OFTEN HILARIOUS!”
—THE HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

“IRRESISTIBLE! TERRIFICALLY ENTERTAINING”
—THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

SLAVOJ ZIZEK
THE PERVERT’S GUIDE TO IDEOLOGY
A film by Sophie Fiennes

“Riveting and often hilaRious!”
—THE HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

“iRResistible! teRRifically enTeRTaining”
—THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

“Riveting and often hilaRious!”
—WALL STREET JOURNAL

“iRResistible!”
—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

“iRResistible!”
—WALL STREET JOURNAL

Outlaw philosopher Slavoj Zizek... makes a terrifically entertaining host.”
—Steve Dollar, THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

Intellectual rock star Slavoj Zizek dishes out another action-packed lesson in film history and Marxist dialectics.”
—Jordan Mintzer, THE HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

zeitgeistfilms.com/pervertsguide

watch the trailer at www.zeitgeistfilms.com/pervertsguide